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A B S T R A C T   

Self-organization of pluripotent stem cells during tissue formation is directed by the adhesion microenvironment, 
which defines the resulting tissue topography. Although the influence of tissue topography on pluripotency state 
has been inferred, this aspect of self-organization remains largely unexplored. In this study, to determine the 
effect of self-organized tissue topography on pluripotency loss, we designed novel island mesh substrates to 
confine the self-organization process of mouse embryonic stem cells, enabling us to generate isolated cell layers 
with an island-like topography and overhanging edges. Using immunofluorescence microscopy, we determined 
that cells at the tissue edge exhibited deformed nuclei associated with low OCT3/4, in contrast with cells nested 
in the tissue interior which had round-shaped nuclei and exhibited sustained OCT3/4 expression. Interestingly, F- 
actin and phospho-myosin light chain were visibly enriched at the tissue edge where ERK activation and elevated 
AP-2γ expression were also found to be localized, as determined using both immunofluorescence microscopy and 
RT-qPCR analysis. Since actomyosin contractility is known to cause ERK activation, these results suggest that 
mechanical condition at the tissue edge can contribute to loss of pluripotency leading to differentiation. Thus, 
our study draws attention to the influence of self-organized tissue topography in stem cell culture and 
differentiation.   

1. Introduction 

Multicellular tissue formation is driven by spatiotemporal cell dy-
namics including cell division, deformation, and rearrangement which 
collectively shape tissue topography depending on the adhesion 
microenvironment (Blanchard et al., 2009; Latorre et al., 2018). In vitro 
studies focusing on pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) have shown that self- 
organization is accompanied by the emergence of divergent cell pop-
ulations with spatial variation in the levels of gene expression (Harrison 
et al., 2017; Takata et al., 2017). Indeed, the emergence of cell differ-
entiation during self-organization of PSCs has been shown to be guided 
by biochemical and mechanical factors from the culture environment 
(Shahbazi et al., 2019; Takebe and Wells, 2019). In particular, the in-
fluence of mechanical factors on pluripotency and stem cell fate decision 
is a topic that has continued to attract a lot of attention, and has been 
investigated using 3D models formed by aggregation of PSCs (Warm-
flash et al., 2014; Shao et al., 2017). A recent study showed that colony- 
growing PSCs generate significant surface tension which was implicated 

in stem cell fate determination (Du et al., 2019). In addition, it has been 
suggested that the mechanical nature of PSCs at the colony edge may 
prime them for differentiation (Rosowski et al., 2015). These studies 
have highlighted how the interaction between PSCs and tissue topog-
raphy leads to changes in their pluripotency state. However, precisely 
how self-organized tissue topography contributes to a change in plu-
ripotency state remains largely unclear. Since self-organized tissue 
topography is a direct consequence of the cell adhesion, engineering the 
cell adhesion microenvironment is a viable approach to investigate 
differentiation and tissue formation in manner that recaptures key 
events of early embryonic development progresses (Xie et al., 2017; 
Sagy et al., 2019). 

Previously, we have developed an in vitro culture platform employing 
microstructured mesh substrates to induce self-organization of cell 
sheets, relying solely on cell–cell contact (Okeyo et al., 2016). In the case 
of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), restricting cell- 
substrate adhesion using microfabricated mesh substrates has been 
shown to entice these cells to self-organize into 3D trophoblastic cysts 
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(Okeyo et al., 2015, 2018; Li et al., 2019). Furthermore, we have re-
ported that mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) cultured on the mesh 
substrates can self-organize into cell layers and ultimately change their 
state into cells expressing primordial germ cell (PGC) markers (Ando 
et al., 2019). Although we succeeded in adjusting cell adhesion micro-
environment to control self-organized layer formation using the mesh 
substrates, how tissue topography arising from self-organization may 
contribute to changes in pluripotency state remains to be clarified. 

In the present study, we sought to investigate the influence of tissue 
topography on pluripotency state of self-organized stem cell layers 
formed on the microstructured mesh substrates. We noticed that mESCs 
cultured on the mesh substrates would self-organize into layers exhib-
iting topographically unique features defined by edge, trough and crest, 
with each of these zones showing distinct expression patterns. There-
fore, we sought to further examine the contribution of tissue topog-
raphy, and for this purpose, we designed a novel “island mesh” to induce 
self-organized formation of spatially isolated cell layers. Using this 
approach, we succeeded in generating distinctively demarcated island- 
like tissue topography with overhanging edges, which we then used to 
dissect the contribution of topography to pluripotency loss. We found 
that the overhanging edges, which were formed by cell layer protrusion 
in the absence of cell-substrate adhesion on the suspended island 
meshes, exhibited enriched F-actin bundles and underwent traceable 
retraction when ablated by laser, suggesting that they were under 
tension. 

To discern the influence of edge-localized mechanical condition on 
pluripotency state of mESCs, we evaluated the expressions of OCT3/4 
and AP-2γ; two markers which are known to show antagonistic 
expression pattern. Indeed, we found that, compared with cells in the 
tissue interior, edge cells exhibited low OCT3/4 expression and high AP- 
2γ expression, which correlated with pronounced phospho-myosin light 
chain (pMLC) expression and nuclear shape deformation, as confirmed 
by immunofluorescence microscopy. Furthermore, expresssion analysis 
of genes associated with the extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK) 
focusing on cells with low OCT3/4 expression cells on the island mesh 
substrates suggested ERK activation. Interestingly, the distribution of 
phospho-ERK (pERK) as determined by immunofluorescence micro-
scopy was consistent with the observed F-actin and pMLC enrichment at 
the tissue edges where OCT3/4 expression was predominantly low . 
Hence, we suggest the involvement of ERK signaling in the edge- 
localized change in the pluripotency state of mESCs on the 
topography-confining island mesh substates. 

Taken together, these results suggest that tissue topography resulting 
from self-organization can in turn trigger pluripotency state transition in 
mESCs even under pluripotency maintenance culture conditions. Thus, 
this study highlights the influence of tissue topography on pluripotency 
state during stem cell self-organization, and draws attention to the 
importance of adjusting cell adhesion microenvironment in the induc-
tion of differentiation in vitro. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Fabrication and setup of microstructured mesh substrates 

Microstructured mesh substrates were fabricated by photolithog-
raphy using SU-8 2 (MicroChem, USA), an epoxy-based negative 
photoresist, as reported previously (Ando et al., 2019). First, 2% gelatin 
from bovine skin (SAJ special grade; Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was spin- 
coated on a silicon wafer at 2,000 rpm. Gelatin coating formed a sacri-
ficial layer for peeling-off the mesh substrates. Next, SU-8 2 was spin- 
coated at 2,000 rpm to form 2 μm-thick layer on a wafer, followed by 
baking at 65 ◦C for 1 min and 95 ◦C for 3 min. The wafer was then 
exposed to 10 mW/cm2 ultraviolet light for 12 sec using a designed 
photomask, followed by post-baking at 65 ◦C for 1 min and 95 ◦C for 1 
min. Pattern development was performed in propylene glycol methyl 
ether acetate (PGMEA), followed by rinsing in isopropanol. The exposed 

pattern was reinforced by laminating with a piece of Kapton polyimide 
film (Nitto, Japan) with a punched hole (4 mm in diameter), and then 
peeled off by immersion in a 50 ◦C water bath. Finally, the harvested 
mesh substrate was mounted on a 0.5 mm-thick silicon rubber spacer 
with a punched hole (6 mm in diameter). After fabrication, sterilization 
was performed under ultraviolet lump for at least 12 h. 

2.2. Cell culture 

mESCs were maintained in G-MEM (Wako, Japan) with 10% fatal 
bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mmol/L sodium pyruvate 
(Wako), 1% MEM non-essential amino acids (Wako), 0.1 mmol/L 2-mer-
captoethanol (Wako) and 1,000 units/mL leukemia inhibitory factor 
(LIF) (Wako). The cells were cultured at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 on cell 
culture dishes coated with 0.1% gelatin from porcine skin (gel strength 
300, type A; Sigma-Aldrich). For passaging, cells were dissociated by 
TrypLE Express (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and seeded at 7.0 × 103 

cells/cm2 for a 2-day culture duration or 2.6 × 103 cells/cm2 for a 3-day 
culture duration. 

2.3. Cell culture on microstrucrtured mesh substrates 

mESCs on microstructured mesh substrates were cultured in the 
same culture medium as the pluripotency maintenance medium, but 
supplemented with antibiotic antimycotic (Sigma-Aldrich). For cell 
attachment on the mesh lines, protein coating was performed before cell 
seeding using 10 µg/mL laminin-511 E8 fragment (iMatrix-511 silk; 
Nippi, Japan) solution in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 12 h at 
4 ◦C. Prior to seeding, the concentration of mESC suspension was 
adjusted to 1.0–5.0 × 106 cells/mL, then a 100 μL of the cell suspension 
was gently added drop-by-drop onto the mesh substrates. Cells were 
then incubated for 6 h at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 to allow cell attachment on 
the mesh lines. To discard fallen cells, the mesh substrates seeded with 
cells were then transferred to a new culture dish and culture continued 
undisturbed in a fresh culture medium. In the case of inhibitor treat-
ment, 10 µM of blebbistatin (Sigma-Aldrich) or 10 µM of Y-27632 
(Wako) was added to the fresh culture medium at this stage. Day 0 was 
defined as the start of cell culture on the mesh substrates. In the case of 
continuous culture by Day 6, culture medium was exchanged at Day 3. 

2.4. Cell lines and stable transfection 

In this study, we used mESC lines E14tg2a (Riken Cell Bank, Japan) 
(Hooper et al., 1987) and OLV2-1 with knocked-in OCT3/4-linker-Venus 
vector (Riken Cell Bank) (Toyooka et al., 2008). The passage number of 
the E14tg2a and OLV2-1 cells used in this study was less than 20. 

We also established E14tg2a cell line with knocked-in LifeAct- 
tdTomato. LifeAct-tdTomato plasmid vector expressed LifeAct (Riedl 
et al., 2008) tagged with tdTomato fluorescent protein on a pCAG pro-
moter. The knock-in vector was amplified using standard bacterial 
transformation method of E. coli DH5α competent cells (Toyobo, Japan) 
with ampicillin. Then isolation of plasmid DNA was performed using 
QIAfilter Plasmid Midi and Maxi Kits (Qiagen, USA). To induce trans-
fection in E14tg2a cells, cells seeded at 2.8 × 104 cells/cm2 were 
cultured in the culture medium for 8 h, and then treated with 357 µL of 
0.02 µg/µL plasmid in G-MEM containing 14 µL of FuGENE HD Trans-
fection Reagent (Promega, USA) and further cultured for 40 h. To obtain 
cells expressing LifeAct-tdTomato, we expanded the transfected cells 
and then performed fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) by BD 
FACSMelody cell sorter (BD Biosciences, USA). After four rounds of 
passaging and cell sorting, we succeeded in establishing E14tg2a cell 
line stably expressing LifeAct-tdTomato. The passage number of the 
LifeAct-tdTomato knocked-in E14tg2a cells used in this study was less 
than 40. 
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2.5. Live cell imaging and multiphoton laser ablation 

To capture the dynamics of Life-Act-tdTomato knocked-in cells on 
the mesh substrates, we performed timelapse microscopy at an interval 
of 2 h for 60 h using LCV-MPE multiphoton laser scanning incubator 
microscope (Olympus, Japan). 

To confirm retraction of the tissue edge on the mesh substrates, 
multiphoton laser ablation was performed using FLUOVIEW 
FV1200MPE multi-photon laser scanning microscope (Olympus). Before 
laser ablation, timelapse images were acquired for 10 min. We incised a 
single point at the tissue edge using ultrafast Ti:Sappheire laser at 900 
nm full power for 5–10 sec, followed by addtional timelapse imaging for 
20 min to observe tissue deformation. 

2.6. Cell staining and immunofluorescence microscopy 

The cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS) for 30 min at room temperature, and then per-
meabilized with 0.1% polyethylene glycol mono-p-isooctylphenyl ether 
(Nacalai tesque, Japan) in PBS for 15 min at room temperature. After 
blocking with 3% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for at 
least 30 min at room temperature, staining reagents diluted in 1% 
bovine serum albumin in PBS were added and incubated for 1 h at room 
temperature. For immunofluorescence staining, AP-2γ antibody (1:100; 
sc-12762; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA), NANOG antibody (1:200; 
ab80892; Abcam, UK), OCT3/4 antibody (1:100; sc-5279; Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology) and phospho-myosin light chain (pMLC) 2 (Thr18/ 
Ser19) antibody (1:100; #3674; Cell Signaling Technology, USA), 
phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (Thr202/Tyr204) antibody (1:200; 
#4370; Cell Signaling Technology) as primary antibody, and F(ab’)2- 
goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) cross-adsorbed secondary antibody Alexa 
Fluor 546 (1:500; A-11018; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and goat anti- 
rabbit IgG H&L Alexa Fluor 647 antibody (1:500; ab150079; Abcam) 
as secondary antibody were used. For staining cell nucleus and F-actin 
cytoskeleton, DAPI (1:500; D1306; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Alexa 
Flour 647 phalloidin (1:100; A22287; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were 
used, respectively. Immunofluorescence microscopy was performed 
with FLUOVIEW FV3000 confocal laser scanning microscope 
(Olympus). 

2.7. Image processing and quantitative analyses 

Acquired immunofluorescence images were processed, recon-
structed and visualized using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, 
USA) and Imaris (Bitplane, Switzerland). 

For quantitative analysis of cell nuclei, segmentation of cell nuclei 
was performed by “Segmentation Contour Mesh (B-HRBF)” function of 
VoTracer2 (http://www2.riken.jp/brict/Ijiri/VoTracer/index.html). 
After segmentation, intensity quantification of each cell nucleus was 
performed using 3D Roi Manager plugin (Ollion et al., 2013) in ImageJ. 
The mean intensities of OCT3/4-Venus and AP-2γ were normalized to 
mean intensities of DAPI and then the ratios of normalized intensities 
were calculated for each nucleus. In addition, ellipsoid fitting was per-
formed using the same plugin above to analyze nuclei shape. The axes of 
the fitted ellipsoid were defined as major (L1), second (L2) and third axis 
(L3), where L1≥L2≥L3. Then elongation ratio was defined as L1/L2 and 
flatness ratio as L2/L3 for each nucleus. 

Next, we analyzed quantitatively the distribution of F-actin, OCT3/4, 
AP-2γ, pMLC and pERK from the tissue edge (outer) toward the interior 
(inner) of the topographically confined cell layers on the island mesh 
substrates, based on confocal images sliced along the mesh plane. To 
generate an outline of a cell layer using ImageJ, automated thresholding 
was performed based on the F-actin or pERK images, followed by 
binarization, then smoothing by dilation and erosion. Each outline was 
further segmented into four concentric regions of interest, each 16-pixel 
in width from outer to inner. For each region of interest, the mean 

intensity values of each color channel were determined and then 
normalized to DAPI intensity. Finally, for presentation, the value for 
each region of interest was expressed as a ratio of the innermost region 
whose value was set at 1. 

2.8. RNA isolation and RT-qPCR 

Prior to RNA isolation, mesh-cultured cells were dissociated with 
TrypLE Express, followed by cell sorting using BD FACSMelody cell 
sorter. Manual gating based on forward and side scatter signals was 
performed to obtain a cell population. First, Venus-high gate was 
determined using OLV2-1 cells cultured on culture dish under pluripo-
tency maintenance condition. Similarly, Venus-low gate was determined 
using unlabeled mESCs cultured on the island mesh substrates. For is-
land mesh-cultured OLV2-1 cells, cell population with low OCT3/4- 
Venus expression was sorted based on the Venus-low gate. Visualiza-
tion of the sorted cell population was performed using FlowJo single cell 
analysis software (BD Biosciences). 

For real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) 
analysis, we collected total RNA samples using ISOGEN II (Nippon Gene, 
Japan) and p-bromoanisole, and performed purification using Nucleo-
Spin RNA (Macherey-Nagel, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions manuals. Preparation of total RNA samples was performed 
for both dish-cultured mESCs (N=6) and low OCT3/4-Venus expression 
OLV2-1 cells harvested from the island meshes (N=6). Reverse tran-
scription reaction of isolated total RNA was performed using Tran-
scriptor Universal cDNA Master (Sigma-Aldrich). RT-qPCR analysis was 
performed using StepOne Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) and PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scienti-
fic). The list of forward and reverse primers for RT-qPCR is shown in 
Supplementary Table 1. Relative levels of mRNA expression were 
assessed by the ΔΔCt method, with Gapdh as an internal control. All 
analyses were performed with three technical replicates. For the calcu-
lation of ΔCt, the outliers were statistically determined by the inter-
quartile range (IQR) method with a decision range defined as three 
factors of IQR. 

3. Results 

3.1. Characterization of tissue topography arising from self-organization 
of mESCs on adhesion-limiting mesh substrates 

Self-organization occurs under the influence of the cell adhesion 
microenvironment which dictates the underlying spatiotemporal events 
such as cell division, deformation, rearrangement, and differentiation 
(Miyoshi and Adachi, 2014; Kumar et al., 2017; Guilak et al., 2009; 
Kshitiz et al., 2012). Under our mesh culture platform employing highly 
porous mesh substrates to limit cell adhesion area, mESCs have been 
shown to self-organize through cell–cell contact to form cell layers 
(Ando et al., 2019). We therefore sought to examine how this self- 
organization on the mesh adhesion space shapes tissue topography, 
and the contribution of the resulting tissue topography to changes in 
pluripotency state. To this end, we performed detailed microscopic 
imaging of mESC undergoing proliferation and self-organization on the 
mesh substrates with large square mesh openings (>100 μm in size) and 
narrow mesh lines (5 μm in width) which were set suspended in a culture 
medium to restrict cell-substrate adhesion area (Fig. 1A). Cells were 
cultured on the mesh substrates using pluripotency maintaining medium 
with LIF-supplementation. 

Despite the adhesion restriction, mESCs self-organized by cell–cell 
interaction to occupy the mesh openings, resulting in the formation of a 
cell layer exhibiting unique topographical features, namely “edges”, 
“troughs” and “crests”; used in analogy of the wavy topography of the 
tissue surface, as depicted in Fig. 1B. Here, “edge” refers to the rim of the 
cell layer enclosing a partially filled mesh opening, “trough” to the de-
pressions on the layer and “crest” to the thick zones of the layer 
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Fig. 1. Tissue topography of self-organized mESC layers on microstructured mesh substrates. (A) Schematic illustration of an island mesh substrate setup in a 
suspended position for cell seeding, and the self-organization processes leading to cell layer formation. (B) Schematic illustration of tissue topography formed on the 
mesh substrates. The resulting topographical features are indicated as “edge”, “trough” and “crest”. (C) Wide view of Z-projections of confocal images showing the 
topography of self-organized mESC layers on mesh substrates at Day 3. (D) Vertical (Y plane) cross-sections taken at positions (Y1, Y2 in E) of the cell layer region 
indicated by the yellow broken line in C. (E) Horizontal (Z plane) cross-sections at different heights (Z1, Z2, Z3 in D) of the cell layer region indicated by the yellow 
box in C. Topographical zones with well-established F-actin bundles were associated with low OCT3/4 expression. Scale bars: 100 μm. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(Fig. 1C). It is worth noting that troughs appeared like zones of 
convergence which emerge when two edges around a crest advance 
toward one another and merge. Remarkably, a similar topography was 
confirmed using meshes of different mesh sizes. Notably, edges were 
more likely to form on large-size meshes, with a 200 μm mesh size 
yielding more edges than a 100 μm one (Supplementary Fig. 1). This 
confirms that the rate at which cells self-organize to fill-up an empty 
mesh, which is itself a factor of the mesh size, determines the emerging 
tissue topography. Since the two mesh sizes exhibited similar topo-
graphical features, we concluded that the resulting topographical fea-
tures are not dependent on mesh size. Therefore, we settled on the 200 
μm mesh size to further analyze the observed topographical features in 
relation to pluripotency state. 

To clarify the effect of tissue topography on the pluripotency state of 
mESCs, we examined OCT3/4 expression (as a measure of pluripotency 
state) in comparison with F-actin development for each of the topo-
graphical features described above. Interestingly, 3D reconstruction of 
acquired confocal fluorescence images showed that whereas cells in the 
interior of a crest (interior cells) maintained OCT3/4 expression, pe-
ripheral cells on the tissue crest exhibited well-developed F-actin bun-
dles but low OCT3/4 expression (Fig. 1D). Contrastingly, the tissue 
interior cells had relatively high OCT3/4 expression, round-shaped 
nuclei and poorly developed F-actin bundles compared with the pe-
ripheral cells. Contrastingly, troughs, which appeared like narrow 
trenches interspersing the crests, consisted of cells with low OCT3/4 
expression but highly developed F-actin bundles (Fig. 1E). Similarly, 
tissue edges localized particularly at the borders of unfilled mesh 
openings also consisted of cells exhibiting reduced expression of OCT3/4 
but highly developed F-actin bundles (Fig. 1E). A similar trend was 
observed for cell layers formed on 100 μm size mesh substrates and for 
cell layers maintained for an extended duration up to Day 6 (Supple-
mentary Figs. 1 and 2). 

Correctively, these results highlight that F-actin development cor-
relates with low OCT3/4 expression in self-organized cell layers on the 
mesh substrates. Since F-actin development is a direct readout of a cell’s 
mechanical environment (Heer and Martin, 2017), the above results also 
suggest that cells existing on the surface of crest, on the troughs and 
along the edges were under a mechanical condition different from the 
crest interior cells, and that this contributed to the change in pluripo-
tency state. In other words, topography-associated F-actin bundle 
development and associated low OCT3/4 expression, particularly on the 
troughs and along the edges, suggests that pluripotency change may be 
mechanically triggered. We therefore sought to clarify this further by 
focusing on the tissue edges where probing the effects could be per-
formed with relative ease, as detailed in the subsequent sections. 

3.2. Self-organized formation of topography-confined cell layers with 
demarcated overhanging edges on a novel island mesh substrate 

As mentioned above, low OCT3/4 expression colocalized with visibly 
pronounced F-actin development at the edges of the self-organized 
layers on the mesh substrates. Therefore, to probe the effect of tissue 
topography on the observed change in pluripotency state, we designed 
an original “island mesh substrate” to obtain self-organized cell layers 
with an island-like topography consisting of clearly demarcated over-
hanging edges. 

The island mesh substrates consisted of isolated “square islands” of 
diagonal length 300 μm, with a separation distance of 600 μm in be-
tween two adjacent islands (Fig. 2A). Each island further consisted of 
finer 36 small square meshes with a diagonal length of 50 μm. The 
design was informed by our earlier observation that the rate of self- 
organization and mesh fill-up by mESCs could be modified by chang-
ing the size of mesh openings. mESC cultured on the island mesh sub-
strates self-organized into isolated patches (islands) by Day 3 (Fig. 2B 
and C). Timelapse imaging was performed to capture the dynamics 
leading to the formation of island-like layers of mESCs on the substrates 

(Fig. 2D and Supplementary Movie 1). After seeding, cells proliferated 
and rapidly filled up the smaller 50 μm size mesh openings within one 
day after seeding. The resulting island-like layers grew thicker with 
time, and by Day 3, tissue edge could be seen protruding into the larger 
spaces surrounding the island, resulting in the formation of overhanging 
edges by Day 3 (Fig. 2D, arrows). Remarkably, the overhanging edges 
formed in the absence of cell-substrate adhesion, since the island meshes 
were set suspended in the culture medium. Hence, our novel island mesh 
enabled us to confine self-organization and generate an island-like 
topography consisting of a crest and distinctively demarcated over-
hanging edges. 

We next examined the development of F-actin bundles at the over-
hanging edge using timelapse imaging of mESCs expressing LifeAct- 
tdTomato. The pluripotency state of these cells was confirmed by 
immunofluorescence microscopy (Supplementary Fig. 3A). As expected, 
F-actin intensity increased with increasing cell proliferation on the 
islands (Fig. 2D and Supplementary Movie 1). Given that overhanging 
edges were fully formed at Day 3, we chose this time point for further 
analysis of edge effect on pluripotency state of cells. First, we performed 
laser ablation using ultrafast laser in accordance with previous reports 
(Eiraku et al., 2011) to confirm edge retraction as a readout of me-
chanical tension. Here, the underlying assumption was that a material 
under circumferential tensile force would retract due to tension release 
when physically ablated with laser. To closely monitor the dynamics of 
the tissue rim during ablation analysis, we performed timelapse imaging 
for 10 min before and for 20 min after ablation (Fig. 2E and Supple-
mentary Movie 2). Overhanging edges with clearly visible F-actin bun-
dles were chosen for ablation, and laser was targeted very close to the 
extreme edge of tissue (Fig. 2E, yellow arrow heads). F-actin bundle at 
the targeted spot was incised, followed by retraction both in the 
circumferential and radial directions. Furthermore, using kymograph to 
track the dynamics of the retraction, we confirmed that edge retraction 
continued for about 10 min after ablation (Fig. 2E, bottom). Taken 
together, the laser ablation experiment provided qualitative evidence 
that the tissue edges of the island-like cell layers formed on the island 
meshes were under tension, as would be expected. 

3.3. Edge-localized alteration in pluripotency state colocalized with F- 
actin and pMLC enrichment on island-like layers 

Next, we sought to examine edge effect on topography-associated 
pluripotency alteration as evidenced by edge-localized low OCT3/4 
expression in Fig. 1. To this end, we compared the expressions of OCT3/ 
4 and AP-2γ relative to the topography of the self-organized layers on 
the island mesh substrates at Day 3. These two markers were chosen 
based on our previous study which had confirmed the expression of 
PGC-like genes in self-organized mESC layers on the mesh substrates 
(Ando et al., 2019). AP-2γ has been associated with early embryonic 
differentiation, such as in PGC or trophoblast differentiation (Hayashi 
et al., 2011; Adachi et al., 2013). For the purposes of verification, AP-2γ 
expression was determined and found to be relatively low in mESCs 
cultured under pluripotency maintenance condition on a typical culture 
dish (Supplementary Fig. 3B). Edge effect on OCT3/4 and AP-2γ ex-
pressions was examined by confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. 
3D reconstruction of the confocal images confirmed an island-like 
topography with overhanging edges (Fig. 3A, upper left). Consistent 
with the results of Fig. 1, edge-localized cells showed weak expression of 
OCT3/4 but relatively strong expression of AP-2γ (Fig. 3A, right). In 
contrast, the interior cells exhibited relatively high OCT3/4 but low AP- 
2γ expressions (Fig. 3A, lower left). As revealed by phalloidin staining, 
F-actin was highly enriched at the tissue edges with clearly visible 
bundles compared with interior cells (Fig. 3A, right). Indeed, the interior 
cells exhibited actin cortex directly underneath the plasma membrane 
but lacked visible F-actin bundles. 

Remarkably, we noticed that AP-2γ expression was particularly 
strong in cells with elongated nuclear morphology at the tissue edges 
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(Fig. 3B, upper). Since nuclear shape is a readout of the cell’s mechanical 
condition, we statistically compared nuclear morphology between pe-
ripheral cells and interior cells. Using ellipsoid fitting, we confirmed 
quantitatively that peripheral cells had highly deformed nuclei (elon-
gated and/or flattened), as shown by the results (Fig. 3B, lower). 
Notably, cells with round-shaped nuclei (low elongation and flatness 
ratios) exhibited relatively high OCT3/4 expression. On the other hand, 
cells with elongated or flattened nuclei tended to have relatively high 
AP-2γ expression. This suggests a correlation between nuclear defor-
mation and pluripotency state change at the periphery. To further 
confirm the mechanical condition at the overhanging edge, we next 
performed immunofluorescence microscopy of pMLC, which interact 
with F-actin bundles to generate contractile force in nonmuscle cells. 
pMLC was visibly pronounced at the tissue edge, consistent with F-actin 
distribution (Fig. 3C), Considering the observed edge retraction upon 
ablation, this suggests the presence of mechanical tension at the over-
hanging edges of the island-like cell layers. 

Next, we quantified the distribution of OCT3/4, AP-2γ, F-actin and 
pMLC expression from the tissue edge toward the interior, based on the 
captured immunofluorescence images (Supplementary Fig. 4A). The 
results clearly showed high intensities of F-actin and pMLC at the tissue 
edge (outer), with a drastic decline in intensity toward the interior 
(inner), implying the edge-localization (Fig. 3D). Similarly, AP-2γ was 
strongly expressed in the outer region compared with the inner region 
(Fig. 3D). OCT3/4 expression did not exhibit a clear tendency mainly 
because some cells at the outermost edge still expressed OCT3/4. Taken 
together, these results suggest that edge-localized mechanical condition 
may have contributed to alteration in pluripotency state. To further 
confirm this, we treated the cell layers on the island mesh with bleb-
bistatin, a nonmuscle myosin II inhibitor, or Y-27632, a Rho-associated 
protein kinase inhibitor, both of which repress tension generation via 
inhibition of actomyosin contraction. However, compared with un-
treated samples, we did not observe any clear differences for the con-
centrations used (Supplementary Fig. 4B and C). 

In summary, we have demonstrated that elevated AP-2γ expression 
and low OCT3/4 expression correlates well with F-actin and pMLC 
enrichment at the tissue edge, which suggests the involvement of edge- 
localized mechanical tension. Moreover, similar observations were also 
made for the topography-confined cell layers at Day 6 (Supplementary 
Fig. 5). Considering that mESCs usually maintain their pluripotency for 
about 3 days under the standard maintenance culture, these observa-
tions highlight that tissue topography arising from self-organization on 
the mesh platform can create a mechanical condition which in turn may 
trigger a change in pluripotency state. 

3.4. Pluripotency state alteration on the island mesh substrates is 
associated with ERK activation at the tissue edge 

A key finding of this study was that, compared with cells residing in 
the tissue interior, cells located at the tissue edge exhibited F-actin and 
pMLC enrichment, comparatively low OCT3/4 expression, and high AP- 
2γ expression (Fig. 3). To gain a mechanistic perspective on the influ-
ence of topography on the pluripotency change, we conducted further 
gene and protein expression analyses focusing on the tissue edge. For 
gene expression analysis, first we sorted mESCs with low OCT3/4-Venus 
expression (presumed to be edge-localized cells) harvested from the 

island meshes at Day 3 (Fig. 4A and Supplementary Fig. 6). Then, we 
performed RT-qPCR analysis for this cell population, and compared their 
mRNA expression level with those of control dish-cultured mESCs at Day 
3 (Fig. 4B). While Pou5f1 (encoding OCT3/4) expression was similar, 
Nanog expression level was comparatively higher in cells with low 
OCT3/4-Venus expression than in control cells. Tfap2c (encoding AP-2γ) 
and Prdm1 (encoding BLIMP1) expressions were elevated in low OCT3/ 
4-Venus cells. Remarkably, elevated Tfap2c expression was consistent 
with the results of immunofluorescence microscopy. 

In addition, expression analysis was performed for genes associated 
with ERK activation, including Myc, Map2k1 (encoding MEK1), Mapk3 
(encoding ERK1) and Dusp6 (Fig. 4B). Myc, an important gene for 
maintaining self-renewal and pluripotency (Smith et al., 2010), was 
comparatively weakly expressed in the low OCT3/4-Venus cells than in 
control. Moreover, the expression of Map2k1 and Mapk3 was elevated in 
low OCT3/4-Venus population, consistent with Myc suppression of ERK 
signaling to prevent differentiation (Hishida et al., 2011). Contrastingly, 
the expression of Dusp6, a phospho-ERK1/2 phosphatases (Yang et al., 
2012), was slightly lower in low OCT3/4-Venus cells, which hinted to 
ERK activation. 

To confirm ERK activation at the tissue edge, we performed immu-
nofluorescence confocal microscopy with focus on pERK expression 
(Fig. 4C). Intriguingly, pERK expression was pronounced at the tissue 
edge with dominantly low OCT3/4 expression (Fig. 4C). AP-2γ expres-
sion was also pronounced at the tissue edge, consistent with the results 
in Fig. 3. Quantification of the distribution of these markers from the 
edge toward the tissue interior clearly demonstrated higher expression 
of pERK and AP-2γ at the edge compared with the interior (Fig. 4D). 
Interestingly, treatment with Y-27632 to modulate actomyosin 
contraction showed a slight reduction in pERK expression at the edge, 
although this result was not statistically significant (Supplementary 
Fig. 7). Collectively, these results suggest that ERK activation might play 
a role in pluripotency state alteration leading to the observed low OCT3/ 
4 expression at the edge of self-organized tissues on the island mesh 
substrates. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we hypothesized that tissue topography arising from 
self-organization under the instruction of adhesion environment can in 
turn influence pluripotency state. To explore this, we designed the island 
mesh substrates to induce the formation of topographically isolated cell 
layers, enabling us to associate tissue edge with alteration in pluripo-
tency state during self-organization of mESCs. We have demonstrated 
edge-localized F-actin and pMLC enrichment associated with low OCT3/ 
4 and high AP-2γ expressions (Fig. 3). Importantly, we have showed that 
cells at tissue edges equally exhibited high expression of pERK (Fig. 4), 
which spatially correlated well with F-actin bundles and pMLC (Fig. 3). 
These results suggest the involvement of edge-localized mechanical 
condition in the loss of pluripotency, as evidenced by low OCT3/4 
expression. 

The fact that change in pluripotency state begins at the edge as early 
as Day 3 in self-organized cell layers of mESCs under LIF-supplemented 
culture condition, and in a topography-triggered manner is biologically 
exciting. Previous studies have shown that tissue topography emerging 
from self-organization under mechanical constraint is an important 

Fig. 2. Island mesh substrates designed to induce self-organization of topography-confined island-like layers with overhanging edges. (A) A schematic of an island 
mesh substrate showing spatially separated “islands” each consisting of 36 small square meshes with a diagonal length of 50 μm. The separation distance between 
adjacent islands was 600 μm. (B) A microscopic image showing isolated cell layers formed on an island mesh substrate at Day 3. (C) A schematic illustration of tissue 
topography formed on an island mesh substrate. (D) Timelapse images showing self-organized formation of an island-like cell layer by mESCs expressing LifeAct- 
tdTomato. Overhanging edges were formed by cell layer outgrowth by Day 3. (E) Representative timelapse images showing edge retraction following laser abla-
tion. The yellow arrowhead indicates the ablated spot at the outermost edge. A pseudo-colored composite image depicting the position of edge before and after 
retraction. The image was created by overlaying pseudo-colored images at 10 min pre-ablation and 20 min post-ablation. Kymograph representation of retraction 
dynamics following incision of F-actin bundle at the ablated spot. Retraction occurred both in the circumferential and radial directions for a period of 10 min after 
ablation. Scale bars: 100 μm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Edge-localized alteration in pluripotency state of self-organized mESC layer on an island mesh substrate at Day 3. (A) Upper left: A 3D reconstructed image of 
an island-like mESC layer formed on an island mesh. Lower left: Vertical (Y plane) cross-section images along the lines indicated by Y1, Y2, and Y3 in the 3D 
reconstructed image. Right: Horizontal (Z place) cross-section images along the heights indicated by Z1, Z2, and Z3 in the 3D reconstructed image. The cross-sections 
show peripheral cells (edge cells) with highly reduced OCT3/4 expression compared with interior cells which exhibit sustained expression. F-actin enrichment and 
relatively high AP-2γ expression at the tissue periphery (edges) is also apparent. (B) Upper left: Enlarged view of the boxed region in A-Z3 depicting nuclear 
deformation at the tissue edge. Upper right: 3D reconstruction of sliced images taken from the boxed region in A-Z3. Lower: Result of quantification of nuclear shape of 
edge cells by ellipsoid fitting. Cells with highly deformed nuclei (prolate or oblate spherical shapes) at the tissue edge showed relatively higher AP-2γ expression. In 
contrast, cells with round-shaped nuclei were mostly in the tissue interior and exhibited relatively higher OCT3/4 expression. (C) Horizontal cross-section images 
taken at the mesh substrate plane depicting high expression of F-actin and pMLC at the tissue edge. (D) Intensity analysis from the edge toward to the tissue interior 
for the indicated proteins. Mean intensity of each region of interest was normalized with that of the innermost region. Gray lines indicate the normalized mean values 
for individual samples quantified, while black diamond marks indicate the mean values of all samples for each region of interest. The number of analyzed samples 
were N=8 for phalloidin and OCT3/4-Venus, and N=4 for pMLC and AP-2γ, respectively. Scale bars: 100 μm. 
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factor in multicellular tissue morphogenesis (Karzbrun et al., 2018; 
Desmaison et al., 2018). In fact, attempts have been made to constrain 
shape of stem cell tissues to elucidate effects on cell differentiation 
(Hiramatsu et al., 2013; Matsushiro et al., 2018). We have succeeded in 
generating topography-confined stem cell tissues with clearly demar-
cated edges using designed island mesh substrates, permitting us to 
probe the influence of self-organized tissue topography on pluripotency. 
F-actin and pMLC enrichment at the tissue edge, where protrusion oc-
curs without substrate support, can be regarded as a direct consequence 
of tension, which is required for their stabilization (Heer and Martin, 
2017). Although mechanical tension was not fully quantified in our 
study, the laser ablation results (Fig. 2E), together with the observed 
nuclear deformation (Fig. 3B), qualitatively suggested the presence of 
edge-localized mechanical tension, whose contribution to the observed 
low OCT3/4 and high AP-2γ expression at the tissue edge was explored. 
Indeed, past studies have associated increased F-actin formation with 
PSC differentiation (Li et al., 2017; David et al., 2019). 

Previous studies have shown that ERK signaling plays an integral role 
in pluripotency alteration and is highly involved in the response to 
mechanical tension (Verstreken et al., 2019). Based on the finding that 
ERK activation was localized at the tissue edge (Fig. 4), we postulated 
that edge-localized mechanical tension may trigger alteration in plu-
ripotency state, possibly via ERK signaling pathway even under LIF- 
dependent culture condition on the mesh substrates. Indeed, ERK 
signaling is known to be affected by actomyosin contractility (Hirata and 
Sokabe, 2015), and has been reported to regulate protrusion during cell 

migration via F-actin polymerization (Mendoza et al., 2015). Thus, we 
argue that down-regulation of OCT3/4 and, contrastingly, up-regulation 
of germ cell markers such as AP-2γ may have been triggered by edge- 
localized mechanical condition, possibly via ERK activation at the tis-
sue edge (Fig. 5). AP-2γ is a core factor in the PGC transcription network 
and is known to be essential for PGC differentiation (Hayashi et al., 
2011; Kimura et al., 2014). In our previous study, we reported up- 
regulation of AP-2γ in self-organized mESCs on mesh substrates, 
which we associated with PGC-like differentiation (Ando et al., 2019). 
Moreover, AP-2γ has been reported to suppress OCT3/4 expression 
during forced induction of trophoblastic differentiation, and to act 
cooperatively with SOX2 in trophoblast stem cells (Adachi et al., 2013). 
Indeed, it has been showed that PGC-related genes in mESCs are affected 
by the MYC/MAX complex, which suppresses ERK signaling to prevent 
differentiation (Hishida et al., 2011; Maeda et al., 2013). RT-qPCR re-
sults (Fig. 4B) showed a reduced expression of Myc, which also implies 
ERK activation to support differentiation. 

Although our study suggests that alteration in pluripotency state can 
be affected by tissue topography via ERK activation, a major limitation 
of our study is that we could not establish a detailed mechanoregulatory 
pathway for the involvement of mechanical tension in ERK activation. 
Specifically, the results of inhibition experiments to modulate actomy-
osin tension showed only a slight reduction in F-actin, pMLC and pERK 
expressions and were not conclusive, partly because only partial inhi-
bition could be achieved at the inhibitor concentrations used in our 
study. Higher concentration severely affected tissue formation on the 

Fig. 4. Edge-localized ERK activation associated with pluripotency alteration at the tissue edge. (A) A workflow for RT-qPCR analysis from cell seeding to cell 
sorting. Low OCT3/4-Venus expression cells were obtained by cell sorting at Day 3. (B) RT-qPCR analysis at Day 3 for mRNA expression of pluripotency markers 
(Pou5f1 and Nanog), germ cell markers (Tfap2c and Prdm1) and ERK-related genes (Myc, Map2k1, Mapk3 and Dusp6). Individual mRNA expression was normalized 
against Gapdh and relative values were presented in log2 scale, with standard deviations. (C) Characterization of pERK expression using immunofluorescence 
confocal microscopy. Upper: Horizontal cross-sections along the mesh substrate plane. Lower: High magnification images of the boxed region in the upper images. 
Pronounced pERK expression was localized at the tissue edge and correlated well with low OCT3/4 expression. Scale bars: 100 μm. (D) Intensity analysis of pERK 
distribution from the edge toward to the tissue interior in comparison with OCT3/4 and AP-2γ. The number of analyzed samples were N=5. The intensity analysis and 
notations used are as indicated in Fig. 3D. 
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island mesh substrates. Thus, we could not rule out the possibility of ERK 
activation via other factors. For instance, a reduction in membrane 
tension has been shown to induce ERK activation via endocytosis of 
fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signaling components, leading to the exit 
from pluripotency state (Belly et al., 2021). 

Collectively, our results shed light on how self-organized topography 
formation may create a local mechanical condition which triggers 
spatial alteration in pluripotency state in an outside-inside manner. 
Future works will explore mechanosensitive pathways via which tissue 
topography may facilitate the onset of fate determination during PSC 
self-organized tissue formation. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, we investigated changes in pluripotency state in rela-
tion to self-organized tissue topography resulting from collective 
cellular dynamics on adhesion-limiting microstructured mesh substrates 
under pluripotency maintenance culture condition. For this purpose, we 
designed a novel island mesh substrate which could trigger self- 
organization in an isolated fashion, enabling us to generate 
topography-confined mESC layer for probing the association between 
tissue topography and alteration in pluripotency state. Our results show 
that cells at the tissue edge exhibited F-actin and pMLC enrichment as 
well as nuclear deformation, which can be considered as a manifestation 
of the underlying mechanical condition. Moreover, we further 
confirmed that compared with interior cells, edge-localized cells showed 
low OCT3/4 and contrastingly high AP-2γ expressions. Furthermore, the 
results of RT-qPCR analysis and immunofluorescence characterization 
suggested ERK activation at the tissue edge where cells with low OCT3/4 
expression were predominantly located. Since actomyosin contractility 
has been implicated in ERK activation, these results highlight that me-
chanical condition created by self-organized topography formation can 
contribute to alteration in pluripotency state, particularly at the tissue 
edge. Thus, controlling tissue topography by engineering the cell 
adhesion microenvironment is a viable approach to modulate stem cell 
fate decision making in vitro. 
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